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Abstract. Customer satisfaction is an important issue in competitive strategic manage-
ment of companies. Logistical and cross-functional drivers of supply chain have an impor-
tant role in managing customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction depends on quality, cost,
and delivery. In this paper, a fuzzy mixed integer nonlinear programming model is proposed
for a multi-item multi-period problem in a multi-level supply chain. Minimization of costs,
manufacturing and transportation time, transportation risks, maximization of quality by
minimizing the number of defective products, and maximization of customers' service levels
are considered to be objective functions of the model. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
demand rates are fuzzy values. An exact "-constraint approach is used to solve the problem.
The problem is computationally intractable. Therefore, the Non-dominant Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (NSGA-II) is developed to solve it. The Taguchi method is utilized to tune
the NSGA-II parameters. Finally, some numerical examples are generated and solved to
evaluate the performance of the proposed model and solving methods.
© 2017 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Supply Chain Management (SCM) has important ef-
fects on the surviving of companies in competitive
markets. The goal of classical Supply Chain (SC)
problems is to send products between layers to sup-
ply the demands of customers while minimizing the
inventory costs [1]. Many researchers have focused
on the integration of suppliers, manufacturing plants,
distribution centers, and customers. Increasing com-
petitions are forcing some businesses which urge them
to pay much more attention to customers satisfaction,
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e.g. by providing strong customer services. Customer
satisfaction is considered as a key factor in every SC.
There is more to say about customer satisfaction than
customer services. There are several factors that inu-
ence customer's decisions. Appropriate prices, high-
quality products, on-time and appropriate delivery
of required amount of products inuence customers
positively [2].

In this paper, a multi-period multi-product four-
layer SC consists of suppliers, manufacturing plants,
distribution centers, and customers (considering re-
tailers or end customers). Customers' demands are
assumed to be fuzzy values. There are �ve goals
in the proposed model as follows: minimizing the
inventory costs, minimizing the number of defective
products, minimizing the manufacturing and trans-
portation times, maximizing the quantity of perfect
products, and minimizing the transportation risks
between manufacturing plants and distribution centers.
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The problem is solved by using Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [3] and "-constraint [4]
methods.

2. Literature review

One of the inevitable di�culties in the manufacturing
industries, which leads to customers' dissatisfaction,
is the failure rate in production. Also, risks and
uncertainty in the SC lead to reducing service level.
Delaying in the delivery of �nished products is another
factor that creates customer dissatisfaction. In fact,
customers will be satis�ed if they receive enough prod-
ucts with good quality at the right time and place. SC
optimization is a critical task for manufacturing compa-
nies. Inventory management plays an important role in
reducing the total costs of SC. Harris [5] proposed that
the most well-known model to control inventories is the
classical Economic Order Quantity (EOQ). Miller [6]
presented a multi-item single-period model whose ob-
jectives are to minimize backorders and consider budget
constraints. Kirkpatrik et al. [7] developed one-product
multi-period managing inventory model. Das et al. [8]
presented a multi-item inventory model with constant
demand and in�nite replenishment. Clark [9] started
the studies on a two-layer SC in 1960. Veinott and
Bessler [10] developed this model in another study.
Goyal [11] presented the joint optimization concept for
both vendors and buyers. Hsiao et al. [12] developed a
model of Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) in the SC.
Abdul-Jabbar et al. [13] presented a two-layer SCM
with a single vendor and multi buyers. Taleizadeh et
al. [14] developed a multi-product model with a single-
vendor, multi-buyer with variable lead time. Sadeghi
et al. [15] developed a constrained MV-MR-SW, SC
in which both the space and annual number of orders
of the central warehouse are limited. The goal is to
�nd the order quantities along with the number of
shipments received by retailers and vendors so that
the total inventory cost of the chain can be minimized.
Varyani et al. [16] considered a three-layer integrated
production inventory model consisting of a central
warehouse and a manufacturer including two indepen-
dent departments as processing and assembly parts.

Pasandideh et al. [17] presented a bi-objective
multi-product multi-period three-layer mathematical
modeling under uncertain environments. In order
to make the problem close to a real situation, the
majority of the parameters in this network, including
�xed and variable costs, customer demands, available
production time, set-up and production times, are
all considered as stochastic. Pasandideh et al. [18]
developed a bi-objective multi-item multi-period three-
layer SC network with warehouse reliability in which
the two objectives are minimizing the total costs while
maximizing the average number of products dispatched

to customers. Sadeghi et al. [19] developed a multi-
objective evolutionary algorithm for a bi-objective
vendor managed inventory model in which demands
are considered as trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The
two objectives of this model are minimizing warehouse
space and costs. Sarrafha et al. [20] proposed a
bi-objective mixed-integer nonlinear programming for
integrated production, procurement and distribution
problem which minimizes costs and the average tar-
diness of products to distribution centers.

Many researchers have focused on the factors
inuencing the customer satisfaction. It is assumed
that customer satisfaction caused by product quality
a�ects corporation performance since it is surmised
that customers will buy a product from companies
they will be satis�ed with, i.e., such products that
will meet their expectations [21]. Kamali et al. [22]
developed a multi-objective quantity discount and joint
optimization model for coordination of a single-buyer
multi-vendor SC in which product quality is considered
as an objective function. Mortezaei et al. [23] proposed
a bi-objective linear model which tries to minimize
the total costs and maximize customer service levels
simultaneously. Uncertainty and risk in the SC lead
to reducing the service levels to customers. Risks
are typically classi�ed as systematic and unsystematic
risks. Arabzad et al. [24] presented a new multi-
objective location-inventory model in a distribution
network with transportation modes. This paper con-
siders the optimization of multiple objectives such as
minimizing costs, total earliness and tardiness, and
total deteriorated items during transportation in dis-
tribution centers. Sadeghi et al. [25] developed a VMI
model in a multi-retailor single-vendor SCM which
aims to �nd the optimal retailers' order quantities so
that the total inventory and transportation costs can
be minimized while several constraints are satis�ed.

In order to solve multi-objective problems, many
authors have proposed meta-heuristic algorithms. The
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II)
is a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA)
that has been applied to �nd Pareto front solutions
in di�erent �elds of studies. Sadeghi and Niaki [26]
applied NSGA-II to solve a multi-objective vendor-
managed inventory problem with trapezoidal fuzzy
demands. Mousavi et al. [27] presented a seasonal
multi-product multi-period inventory control model
with inventory costs obtained under ination and all-
unit discount policies in which a multi-objective opti-
mization algorithm of Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (NSGA-II) is used to solve the problem.
Pasandideh et al. [17] used a Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) to solve the proposed
complicated bi-objective multi-product multi-period
three-layer SC network problem. Some authors have
employed the "-constraint method to �nd Pareto so-
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Table 1. Some articles related to customer satisfaction in SCM.

Objective functions

Rows Year Authors
Min.a

inventory
costs

Min.a delivery &
manufacturing

times

Max.b

quality

Min.a

transportation
risk

Max.b

service
level

1 2011 Kamali et al. X X X
2 2014 Yu et al. X X
3 2014 Arabzad et al X X X
4 2015 Sarrafha et al. X X
5 2015 Mortezaei et al. X X

a Minimizing; b Maximizing.

Figure 1. Four-layer SC of the proposed model.

lutions to the multi-objective problems [28,29]. Yu
et al. [30] presented a bi-objective model under un-
certainty in which minimizing costs and risks are
considered as the two objectives.

Literature review shows that all important factors
a�ecting customer satisfaction, such as quality, cost,
delivery, etc., are not considered together in one model
(Table 1).

A new multi-product multi-period multi-objective
SC model is proposed in this paper to minimize the
total inventory costs while maximizing customers' sat-
isfaction. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Problem de�nition and mathematical formulations of
the model are given in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
solving procedure of the proposed model. Conclusions
and further studies are presented in Section 5.

3. Problem de�nition

The proposed model follows two main objectives as
reducing inventory costs in four-layer SC and achieving
maximum customer satisfaction. Similar to Kamali et
al. [22], we suppose that customer satisfaction can be

increased by minimizing failure quantity. We consider
lower prices for imperfect items. Inspection and rework
costs are added to the model. In addition, it is
supposed that the higher level of quality can lead to
an increase in time that is not pleasant for customers.
This model uses the model presented by Arabzad et
al. [24] considering the risk of vehicles to select the
best vehicles between manufacturers and distribution
centers. Also, due to the defective products, increasing
customer service levels is very important. Mortezaie et
al. [23] maximized service levels by minimizing the ratio
of delivered items and demands. Figure 1 represents
the network of four-layer SC of the model.

3.1. Notations and assumptions
To extend the mathematical model, the indices, param-
eters, and decision variables adopted in this paper are
as follows:

Indices

i An index for manufactured items,
i = 1; 2; � � � ; I
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m An index for manufacturers,
m = 1; 2; � � � ;M

d An index for distribution center,
d = 1; 2; � � � ; D

s An index for supplier, s = 1; 2; � � � ; S
t An index for periods, t = 1; 2; � � � ; T
i0 An index for raw materials, i0 =

1; 2; � � � ; I 0
c An index for customers, c = 1; 2; � � � ; C
f An index for vehicles between

manufacturers and distribution
centers, d, f = 1; 2; � � � ; F

v An index for vehicles between
distribution centers and customers,
v = 1; 2; � � � ; V

Parameters
Oimdt Ordering cost of item i ordered from

distribution center c to manufacturer
m per unit time t

RMP i
0i Usage percent of raw material i for

manufacturing each unit of item i

Di
mdt Demand rate of distribution center d of

item i manufactured at manufacturer
m at period t

~Di
ct Demand rate of customer c for item i

at period t

Di0
smt Demand rate of manufacturer m of

item i0 which is supplied from supplier
m at period t

T (P )imt Required time for manufacturing item
i at manufacturer m at period t

T (S)fimdt Required time for transporting item i
from manufacturer m to distribution
center d by vehicle f at period t

T (S)vidct Required time for transporting item i
from distribution center d to customer
c by vehicle v at period t

C(T )fimdt Shipment cost for vehicle f per item i
from manufacturer m to distribution
center d at period t

C(T )vidct Shipment cost for vehicle v per item i
from distribution center d to customer
c at period t

C(Q)imt Quality cost per item i manufactured
at manufacturer m at period t

C(P1)fimdt Purchasing cost of perfect item i
which is shipped by vehicle f from
manufacturer m to distribution center
d at period t

C(P2)fimdt Purchasing cost of imperfect item i
which is shipped by vehicle f from
manufacturer m to distribution center
d at period t

C(P )i
0
smt Purchasing cost of raw material i0

which is purchased from supplier s to
manufacturer m at period t

�fimdt Lost sale cost per item i that is not
delivered to distribution center d at
period t

C(M)imt Manufacturing cost per item i for
manufacturer m at period t

C(H)imt Inventory holding cost per unit of item
i for manufacturer m at period t

C(H)i
0
mt Inventory holding cost per unit of

raw material i0 for manufacturer m at
period t

C(H)idt Inventory holding cost per unit of item
i for distribution center d at period t

IRfimdt Financial loss of vehicle f risk for
shipping item i from manufacturer m
to distribution center d at period t

R(U)fimdt Maximum allowable risk for shipping
item i with vehicle f from manufacturer
m to distribution center d at period t

P (S)fimdt Probability of risk for shipping item i
with vehicle f from manufacturer m to
distribution center d at period t

E Nonproductive time, a constant value
" A very small number
X1 Minimum defective and imperfect rate
X2 Maximum defective rate
Rfimdt Risk of vehicle f for shipping item i

from manufacturer m to distribution
center d at period t

Cidt Capacity of distribution center d for
item i at period t

Cimt Capacity of manufacturer m for item i
at period t

Cft Capacity of vehicle f at period t
Cvt Capacity of vehicle v at period t

Decision variables
�fimdt Perfect quantity of item i shipped from

manufacturer m to distribution center
d by vehicle f at period t

�fimdt Defective and imperfect quantity of
item i shipped from manufacturer m
to distribution center d by vehicle f at
period t
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fimdt Defective quantity of item i shipped
from manufacturer m to distribution
center d by vehicle f at period t

�fimdt Imperfect quantity of item i shipped
from manufacturer m to distribution
center d by vehicle f at period t which
is lost sale

qfimdt Delivery quantity of item i shipped
from manufacturer m to distribution
center d by vehicle f at period t

qvidct Delivery quantity of item i shipped
from distribution center d to
manufacturer m by vehicle v at period
t

qi
0
smt Delivery quantity of raw material

i0 shipped from supplier s to
manufacturer m at period t

qidct Delivery quantity of item i shipped
from distribution center d to customer
c at period t

P imt Production quantity of item i for
manufacturer m at period t

Iimt Inventory level of item i for
manufacturer m at period t

Iidt Inventory level of item i for distribution
center d at period t

zfimdt A binary decision variable; set equal
to one if vehicle f delivers item i from
manufacturer m to distribution center
d at period t, and zero otherwise

zvidct A binary decision variable; set equal
to one if vehicle v delivers item i from
distribution center d to customer c at
period t, and zero otherwise

Moreover, the assumptions involved in the problem are:

I. Selecting suppliers and distributors is considered
for strategic levels;

II. Assigning products to the distribution channels
and selecting the shortest routes from man-
ufacturing plants to distribution centers are
considered as tactical decisions;

III. Determining quantity of manufactured items per
plant per period, inventory levels in distribution
centers and factories, the lost sale quantity per
period, the amount of raw material shipped from
suppliers to manufacturers are all SC planning
decisions;

IV. Manufactured items include three parts: perfect,
imperfect, and defective items;

V. Manufacturers suggest lower prices for imperfect
items;

VI. Lost sales are defective items;
VII. The model considers creating costs for appropri-

ate levels of quality;
VIII. High number of perfect items is considered as

high quality which makes customer satis�ed;
IX. Di�erent vehicles can be selected for di�erent

periods;
X. Purchasing costs are di�erent for periods;

XI. To make the model more realistic, customers'
demands are considered as fuzzy numbers.

3.2. Mathematical formulations of model
Mathematical mixed-integer non-linear programming
of the proposed model is as follows:

TOC =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

TX
t=1

 
Oimdt � qfimdt

qfimdt + "

!
; (1)

TSCmd=
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

FX
f=1

TX
t=1

h
C(T )fimdt�qfimdt�zfimdt

i
;
(2)

TSCdc=
IX
i=1

DX
d=1

CX
c=1

VX
v=1

TX
t=1

�
C(T )vidct � qvidct�zvidct� ;

(3)

TBC =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

FX
f=1

TX
t=1

�
�fimdt � �fimdt

�
; (4)

TMC =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

TX
t=1

�
C(M)imt � �P imt�� ; (5)

THC =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

TX
t=1

�
C(H)imt � Iimt�

+
IX
i=1

DX
d=1

TX
t=1

�
C(H)idt � Iidt� ; (6)

TRC =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

TX
t=1

FX
f=1

�
IRfimdt � zfimdt

�
; (7)

TQC =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

TX
t=1

�
C(Q)imt � P imt� ; (8)

TPC =
I0X
i0=1

SX
s=1

MX
m=1

TX
t=1

�
C(P )i

0
smt � qi0smt

�
+

IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

FX
f=1

TX
t=1

h�
C(P2)fimdt�fimdt

�i
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+
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

FX
f=1

TX
t=1

�
C(P1)fimdt��fimdt

�
; (9)

minZ1 =TOC + TSC + TBC + TMC + THC

+ TRC + TPC + TQC; (10)

minZ2 =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

FX
f=1

TX
t=1

�
�fimdt

�
; (11)

minZ3 =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

TX
t=1

�
T (P )imt � P imt�

+
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

TX
t=1

FX
f=1

�
T (S)fimdt � zfimdt

�
+

IX
i=1

DX
d=1

CX
c=1

VX
v=1

TX
t=1

�
T (S)vicdt�zvicdt�+E;

(12)

maxZ4 =

PI
i=1
PM
m=1

PD
d=1

PF
f=1

PT
t=1

�
�fimdt

�PI
i=1
PM
m=1

PD
d=1

PT
t=1
�
Di
mdt
� ;

(13)

minZ5 =
IX
i=1

MX
m=1

DX
d=1

FX
f=1

TX
t=1

�
Rfimdt � Zfimdt

�
; (14)

S.t.:�
Iim;t�1 + P imt

� � Cimt; 8 i;m; t; (15)

Iidt +
MX
m=1

qfimdt = Cidt; 8 f; i; d; t; (16)

�
qfimdt � zfimdt

� � Cft ; 8 i;m; d; t; f; (17)�
qvidct � zvidct� � Cvt ; 8 i; c; d; t; v; (18)

DX
d=1

VX
v=1

qvidct � ~Di
ct; 8 i; c; t; (19)

DX
d=1

VX
v=1

qvidct �
MX
m=1

�
qfimdt � �fimdt

�
; 8 f; i; c; t;

(20)

FX
f=1

zfimdt = 1; 8 i;m; d; t; (21)

VX
v=1

zvidct = 1; 8 i; c; d; t; (22)

SX
s=1

qi
0
smt � RMP i

0i � P imt; 8 i0; i;m; t; (23)

P imt = Iimt +
DX
d=1

qfimdt; 8 f; i;m; t; (24)

Rfimdt = P (S)fimdt � IRfimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (25)

Rfimdt � zfimdt � R(U)fimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (26)

�fimdt = �fimdt + fimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (27)

FX
f=1

�fimdt � Di
mdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (28)

qfimdt = �fimdt + �fimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (29)

�fimdt � X1� qfimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (30)

�fimdt � (1�X1)� qfimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (31)

fimdt � X2� �fimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (32)

fimdt � (1�X2)� �fimdt; 8 f; i;m; d; t; (33)

�fimdt;�
fi
mdt; 

fi
mdt; �

fi
mdt; q

fi
mdt; P

i
mt; q

i0
smt; q

vi
dct;

Iimt; I
i
dt; I

i0
mt � 0; (34)

zfimdt; z
vi
mdt; z

i
mt 2 f0; 1g: (35)

Eq. (1) calculates the total ordering costs of
distribution center d. Eqs. (2) and (3) represent
transportation costs of vehicles f and v, respectively.
Eq. (4) shows the lost sale costs of defective items.
Eq. (5) calculates manufacturing costs. Total inventory
costs of manufactured items and raw materials are
obtained by Eq. (6). Financial losses resulting from
transportation risk are obtained by Eq. (7). Eq. (8)
represents the providing quality costs. Formula Eq. (9)
calculates the total purchasing cost of SC. The total
inventory costs of SC are obtained by Eq. (10). Quality
function is represented in Eq. (11). The third objective
aims to maximize customer satisfaction by minimizing
manufacturing and shipping costs which are obtained
by Eq. (12). Eq. (13) represents service levels. The
�fth objective function minimizes transportation risks
and is calculated by Eq. (14). Eqs. (15) to (34) are
constraints of the proposed models. Constraints (15)
and (16) show delivery quantity and inventory levels
which should be equal to the capacity of manufacturers
and distributors, so delivery quantities are less than
or equal to capacities represented in Constraints (17)
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and (18). Constraint (19) shows that delivery quantity
from distribution centers to customers is equal to or
less than customers' demands. Constraint (20) repre-
sents the balancing equation for distribution centers.
Constraints (21) and (22) show that only one type of
vehicle can be selected for each item at every period
in each channel. It is obvious that raw materials
delivered to manufacturers should be equal to or more
than their needs. This constraint is represented in
Eq. (23). Quantity of manufactured items is equal to
inventory levels and delivery quantity. This constraint
is shown in Constraint (24). Constraint (25) calculates
risk levels. The maximum allowable risk is obtained
by Constraint (26). Quantity of perfect items should
be less than demands. This limitation is represented
by Constraint (28). Constraint (29) shows delivery
quantity consisting of perfect, imperfect, and defective
items. This model considers minimum rates for defec-
tive and imperfect items shown in Eqs. (30) to (33).
The two remaining equations de�ne the value ranges
of variables.

4. Solving procedure of the proposed model

The NSGA II algorithm [3] is developed to solve the
proposed multi-objective model. Moreover, the "-
constraint method is employed to validate the obtained
results. Finally, some numerical examples are gener-
ated to analyze and compare the solving methods.

4.1. "-constraint method
Abounacer [31] expressed that the "-constraint method
solves a set of constrained single-objective problems
P k("), " = ("1; � � � ; "k�1; "k+1; � � � ; "m) obtained by
choosing one objective, fk, as the only objective to
optimize and incorporate inequality constraints for
the remaining objectives of the form fi � ", i =
1; � � � ; k � 1, k = 1; � � � ;m. The set of problems,
P k("), is obtained by assigning di�erent values to the
components of the "-vector. In the proposed model,
minimizing the total costs of SC is selected as the main
objective function and other functions are considered
as constraints. By assessing di�erent combinations
provided by values in "-vectors, the best combination
has been obtained. Table 2 represents "-vectors of the
four remaining objective functions.

Di�erent combinations provided from "-vectors
and SC costs are examined for these combinations. Due
to the large number of combinations, just a number

Table 2. "-vectors for objective functions.

Functions Quality Service level Time Risk

"1 0 0 227 2070.25
"2 9450 0.4705 9684.5 1414.25
"3 18900 0.941 19142 3484.5

of solutions for cost function are shown in Table 3
for the cost function of SCM in one of the provided
examples. As obvious, the best combination is the one
that minimizes costs to the extent that the variables
get reliable values in the problem, not zero values as
highlighted in Table 3.

4.2. Non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm
NSGA-II algorithm is one of the most applicable
algorithms to solve multi-objective optimization prob-
lems [24]. NSGA-II generates a parent population of
size nPop. Then, the objective values are evaluated by
using an evaluation function during several generations.
To create Pareto fronts, the population is ranked based
on non-dominant sorting procedures. Each individual
of the population obtains a rank based on its level (1
is the best level, 2 is the second best level, and so on).
The crowding distance between members is obtained
for each front. First, a binary tournament selection
operator is used which helps to select two members
among the population. Next, a new population of
o�spring with the size of n is created by using simulated
binary crossover (SBX) operator. It is used to create
the population consisting of the current and the new
population of size (nPop+n). Finally, a population of
nPop size is obtained by sorting. The new population
is used to generate the next new o�spring by repeating
these steps until the stopping condition is met.

4.2.1. Encoding and decoding the algorithm
A proper chromosome representation can lead to more
e�cient performance of NSGA-II. In many inventory
controls and SC problems, to produce a proper chromo-
some in the initial population, the relationship between
di�erent levels of the SC is considered as di�erent
parts of chromosomes. Altiparmak et al. [32] proposed
an illustration of chromosomes, considering a three-
layer SC. They also proposed a repair algorithm, which
is used when the total capacity of opened DCs or
plants is not enough to meet customer demands. A
representation of chromosome with di�erent sections
of SC in the proposed model along with a two-layer
SC with two products, two raw materials, two suppli-
ers, manufacturers, distributors and customers, which
consists two strings, is shown in Figure 2.

Given that, a random method to produce the
initial population of chromosomes without a proper
repair algorithm may lead to an infeasible solution.

To be more speci�c, in this paper, a chromosome
consists of one section. This section is organized
according to the relationship between distributors and
customers with the length of I(D + C) represented by
T strings, where T is a �xed number of periods. In
this method, each gene on the proposed chromosome
is not permuted randomly (according to distributors'
capacities and customers' demands) from [1; I�(C +
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Table 3. Cost function values for di�erent combinations of other functions' "-vectors.

"
(quality)

"
(service
level)

"
(time)

"
(risk)

Total cost
value

"
(quality)

"
(service
level)

"
(time)

"
(risk)

Total cost
value

9450 0 9684.5 2070.25 83268330 9450 0.4705 9684.5 2777.375 84833740
9450 0 9684.5 2777.375 82782820 9450 0.4705 9684.5 3484.5 84877630
9450 0 9684.5 3484.5 83268330 9450 0.4705 19142 2070.25 85431890
9450 0 19142 2070.25 83268330 9450 0.4705 19142 2777.375 84883720
9450 0 19142 2777.375 82749290 9450 0.4705 19142 3484.5 84830430
9450 0 19142 3484.5 82747410 18900 0 9684.5 2070.25 83268330
9450 0.4705 9684.5 2070.25 85431890 18900 0 9684.5 2777.375 82720390
9450 0.4705 9684.5 2777.375 84833740 18900 0 9684.5 3484.5 82720390
18900 0.4705 19142 2070.25 85431890 18900 0 19142 2070.25 83268330
18900 0.4705 19142 2777.375 84864790 18900 0 19142 2777.375 82720390
18900 0.4705 19142 3484.5 84864790 18900 0 19142 3484.5 82720390
18900 0.4705 9684.5 2777.375 84820870 18900 0.4705 9684.5 2070.25 85431890

| | | | | 18900 0.4705 9684.5 3484.5 84918810

Figure 2. Sample of chromosome representation.

Figure 3. Chromosome representation.

D)]. Figure 3 represents an example of a chromosome
for a supply chain which includes two distributors,
customers, products, and periods. To enhance the
feasible solutions according to the main goal of this
model for satisfying customers' demand, the maximum
allele value is selected. Then, the delivery quantity
between customers and distribution centers is obtained.
After selecting the maximum allele value, a heuristic
method is proposed to evaluate the �tness value of
chromosomes. Using the steps of the proposed method,
feasible chromosomes that satisfy all constraints except
Constrain (15) are generated. To �t the problem

at hand, Pasandideh et al. [17] used encoding and
decoding procedure and modi�ed it based on the model
formulation at hand.

According to a gene selected with the maximum
number (customer with most demands or distribution
center with high capacity) of chromosomes, there are
some decisions as follows:

- Step 1. The best distribution centers are allocated
to customers according to transportation costs, time
between distribution centers and selected customer.
Regarding the customers' demand rates, distribution
center's capacity, vehicle deliverable quantities while
minimizing the ratio of received items to demand
rate, the number of their deliveries is examined.
After updating unsatis�ed demands and distribution
center's capacity, if capacities are more than zero,
this step will be repeated until the capacity or total
demands of customers reach zero. The delivery
quantities between customers and DCs, shortages
and distribution centers' inventories will be obtained
in this step. This step meets Constraints (18), (19),
and (23);

- Step 2. Considering the inventory and shortage
levels of manufacturing plants as equal to zero and
removing unselected distribution centers from the
list, manufacturing plants will be selected according
to manufacturing and transportation time and costs.
There are many factors a�ecting the delivery quan-
tity between manufacturers and distributors. The
capacity of distributors and manufacturers is one of
these factors. Moreover, vehicles will be selected
according to their capacities and risk. Inventory
levels of plants, delivery quantities, perfect and
imperfect items, and defective product numbers
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are examined while minimizing the ratio of the
delivery quantity and demand between plants and
distributors. Constraints (16)-(17) and (20)-(33) are
met in this step;

- Step 3. According to purchase prices, allocated
suppliers, plants, etc., the number of manufactured
items, and percentage of used raw material for
each product and delivery quantities are examined.
Constraint (23) is met in this step.

4.2.2. Evaluation
In the proposed model, the maximum allowed risk
limitation may cause infeasible solutions. Eq. (15)
is another constraint which may cause infeasibility
of solutions because it is not satis�ed by using the
proposed steps of heuristic methods. In order to avoid
the solutions that do not satisfy these constraints, the
penalty function approach is employed by Mousavi et
al. [27]. These penalty functions are added to the
objective functions based on the sum of two squared
of violation of these constraints which can be referred
to [17]. Eqs. (36) and (37) show two employed violation
formulas:

Eq1 =
h�
Rfimdt � zfimdt

��R(U)fimdt
i4
; (36)

Eq2 =
��
Iim;t�1 + P imt

�� Cimt�4 : (37)

Using penalty functions, the �tness function vector is
evaluated as in Eqs. (38) and (39):

If the individual is not in a feasible region:

Penalty = Eq2
1 + Eq2

2 : (38)

If the individual is in a feasible region:

Penalty = 0;

Fitness function vector=

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Z1+penalty function
Z2+penalty function
Z3+penalty function
Z4+penalty function
Z5+penalty function

(39)

4.2.3. Crossover operator
The crossover is done to explore new solution spaces.
The SBX operator [32] uses a probability distribution
around two parents to create two children solutions.
Unlike other real-parameter crossover operators, SBX
uses a probability distribution [33].

4.2.4. Mutation operator
Mutation is used to prevent the premature convergence
and explore new solution spaces. In this study,
polynomial mutation operator is used. The probability

distribution is a polynomial function. The probability
of creating a solution closer to the parent is more than
the probability of creating one away from it. The shape
of the probability distribution is directly controlled
by an external parameter, and the distribution is not
dynamically changed with iterations [34].

4.2.5. Parameter tuning of NSGA-II
Since the parameters of NSGA-II play an important
role in the quality of an obtained solution, in this
paper, Taguchi method is used for tuning. The Taguchi
method is implemented to tune the parameters of the
algorithm. The reason why Design Of Experiment
(DOE) is selected, rather than the other approaches
to conduct an experiment, is that it has a system-
atic planning of experiments. One of the important
steps involved in Taguchi's technique is a selection
of orthogonal array. This method is an e�cient
procedure that is developed as an alternative to the
full factorial experimental design method [35]. There
are two suggested ways in Taguchi method to analyze
the results. First, analysis of variance that is used for
experiments that are repeated once; second, Signal-
to-Noise ratio (S=N) that is used for experiments
with multiple runs [36]. In the second method, a
statistical measurement, S=N , is used to evaluate the
performance. Figures 3 and 4 represent mean of mean
and S=N ratios for this paper. Taguchi categorizes
objective functions into three groups: the smaller the
best type, the larger the best type, and nominal-is-the
best type. Since cost function is of smaller-the-better
type, its corresponding S=N ratio is as in Eq. (40):

S=N = �10 log10

� �y
S

�2
: (40)

There are four parameters to be calibrated [37];
population size (nPop), number of iterations (max-
iteration), and crossover, and mutation rates (Pc and
Pm). These parameters with four levels are shown
in Table 4 to run the experiments based on Taguchi
design.

Table 5 represents Taguchi Experimental design
for NSGA-II parameters.

The �nal analysis of experimental design is shown
in Figures 5 and 6.

Finally, optimum levels for NSGA-II parameters
are obtained as shown in Table 6.

Table 4. Level of NSGA-II parameters.

NSGA-II
parameters

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Pc 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Pm 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.1
nPop 60 90 120 150

Max-iteration 100 120 150 200
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Figure 4. Pseudo-code of NSGA-II.
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Table 5. Taguchi experimental design for NSGA-II
parameters.

Run
order

Pc Pm nPop Max-iteration Fitness 62

1 0.2 0.1 60 100 0.471691
2 0.2 0.04 90 120 0.563501
3 0.2 0.07 120 150 0.564812
4 0.2 0.02 150 200 0.226407
5 0.4 0.02 90 150 0.496602
6 0.4 0.04 60 200 0.351070
7 0.4 0.07 150 100 0.356001
8 0.4 0.1 120 120 0.276391
9 0.6 0.02 120 200 0.540974
10 0.6 0.04 150 150 0.538279
11 0.6 0.07 60 120 0.543718
12 0.6 0.1 90 100 0.357596
13 0.8 0.02 150 120 0.350830
14 0.8 0.04 120 100 0.474895
15 0.8 0.07 90 200 0.411590
16 0.8 0.1 60 150 0.709102

Table 6. NSGA-II optimum parameters.

Pc Pm nPop Max-It

0.4 0.1 150 200

4.3. Numerical results
Consider a multi-period SC with multiple suppliers,
manufacturers, distribution centers, and customers.
The suppliers produce more than one raw material
and plants manufacture several items under customer
demand uncertainty. Some problem instances are
generated as shown in Table 7.

Parameters' corresponding ranges of the men-
tioned problem instances are shown in Table 8. These
parameters are generated randomly by using some
related literature reviews.

As mentioned before, the demands of customers

Figure 5. Plots of main e�ects for S=N ratios of
NSGA-II.

Figure 6. Plots of main e�ects for means of NSGA-II.

are considered as trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to make
the model more realistic while considering the uncer-
tainty. These fuzzy data are defuzzi�ed after gener-
ating, and then are used. To do this, the mean-max
membership method is employed. Interested readers
are referred to [38] to read more.

These instances are �rstly solved by "-constrain
method by GAMS software on a corei5 processor, 4 G
RAM and 2.4 GHz PC. The problem is computation-
ally intractable and GAMS was unable to �nd solutions

Table 7. Generated problem instances.

Problem no.
1 2 3 4

Raw materials 2 2 2 2
Manufactured items 2 2 2 2
Suppliers 2 2 4 4
Manufacturers 2 2 2 2
Distribution centers 2 3 3 3
customers 2 2 2 4

Number of vehicles between plants and DCs 2 2 2 2

Number of vehicles between DCs and customers 2 2 2 3
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Table 8. Parameters ranges for SC.

Parameter Range Parameter Range Parameter Range
Oimdt : [400,510] C(P1)fimdt : [500,570] P (S)fimdt : [0.25,0.6]
RMP i

0i : [40,50] C(P2)fimdt : [400,550] Cvt : 250
Di
mdt : [720,900] C(P )i

0
smt : [300,370] Cidt : [750,840]

Di
ct : [1000,1900] �fimdt : [200,270] Cimt : [2000,2800]

Di0
smt : [650,850] C(M)imt : [400,500] Cft : 250

T (P )imt : [1,2] C(H)imt : [650,900] E : 3
T (S)fimdt : [5,7] C(H)i

0
mt : [800,950] X2 : 0.03

T (S)vi
0

dct : [5,7] C(H)idt : [250,400] X1 : 0.02
C(T )fimdt [600,660] C(T )ft : [100,150] R(U)fimdt : [300,390]
C(T )vidct [500,560] IRfimdt : [270,300] C(Q)imt [700,950]

Table 9. Computational results of the "-constrain method and NSGA-II algorithm.

Problem
no.

"-constraint NSGA-II

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5
CPU
time

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5
CPU
time

1 55628950 123 4241.747 0.467 1975.500 330 (s) 64671320 141 4601.500 0.402 2010.300 252
2 83441600 185 6613.481 0.470 2442.250 1015 (s) 90510100 201 6923.359 0.422 2523.102 335
3 84820870 345.825 6860 0.470 2653.750 1023 (s) 967704000 403 7001.200 0.426 2823.840 387

4 Cannot
solve

Cannot
solve

Cannot
solve

Cannot
solve

Cannot
solve

| 100895100 467 7433.550 0.426 2825.500 831

Figure 7. Graphical comparison of solving methodologies
in terms of cost function.

to larger than medium-sized problems. Therefore,
NSGA-II was employed to solve them by MATLAB.
The comparison of these methodologies is shown in
Table 9 and Figures 6 to 11.

Figures 7-12 present the comparison of method-
ologies between �ve objective functions of the proposed
models in Section 4. Figure 8 shows CPU time of
solving methods. This �gure shows that NSGA-II is
applicable to solve the fourth problem instance, not
solved by "-constraint method. Since this new model
is more complicated with �ve objectives and more num-
ber of constraints, NSGA-II is applicable to medium-
sized problems and represent reasonable solutions.

Figure 8. Graphical comparison of solving methodologies
in terms of CPU time.

Figure 9. Graphical comparison of solving methodologies
in terms of quality function.
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Figure 10. Graphical comparison of solving
methodologies in terms of service level function.

Figure 11. Graphical comparison of solving
methodologies in terms of time function.

Figure 12. Graphical comparison of solving in terms of
risk function.

When a NSGA-II is used for optimizing a multi-
objective mathematical model, a set of Pareto solutions
is provided. The Pareto solutions obtained by every
iteration while using suggested algorithm are shown in
Figures 13-16. These �gures show the trade-o� between
cost functions and other objective functions for the
third problem instance each in one curve.

The most important issue about each meta-
heuristic algorithm is the best value. After more than
one hundred runs, the best combination is obtained as
Table 9. The convergence path of NSGA-II is plotted
in Figure 17.

To evaluate the performances of the proposed
approaches, three standard metrics of multi-objective
algorithms are applied. In order to compare the
obtained results and objective functions' behavior di-
versity, CPU time and NOS metrics are used for Pareto

Figure 13. Pareto-optimal solution of NSGA-II for
minimizing cost and defective and imperfect items.

Figure 14. Pareto-optimal solution of NSGA-II for
minimizing cost and time.

Figure 15. Pareto-optimal solution of NSGA-II for
minimizing costs and risk.

solutions. Diversity measures the extension of the
Pareto front, in which the bigger value is better [39].
NOS counts the number of Pareto solutions in the
Pareto optimal front in which the bigger value is
better [40]. CPU time shows the time of running the
approaches to reach near-optimum solutions. Table 10
represents the spread of curves for "-constraint and
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Table 10. Comparison of the obtained results of the "-constrain method and NSGA-II algorithm.

Problem
no.

"-constraint NSGA-II
Diversity CPU time (s) NOS Diversity CPU time (s) NOS

1 8.8609E+08 330 64 8.1872E+08 252 72
2 4.2341E+08 1015 63 3.0681E+08 335 72
3 3.4912E+08 1023 63 3.2601E+08 387 74
4 | Not solved | 2.6654E+08 831 70

Figure 16. Pareto-optimal solution of NSGA-II for
minimizing cost and maximizing service level.

Figure 17. The convergence path of the best result by
NSGA-II.

NSGA-II. This table also shows CPU time consumed
to solve problem instances by the two mentioned
methodologies and NOS metrics.

Sensitivity analysis is utilized to asses parameters'
e�ects on objective functions. The value of the
parameters is changed in the interval ({30%, 30%).
Sensitivity analysis results show that the most e�ective
parameter on cost function is Di

mdt. Parameters
RMP i

0i and Ps are the most e�ective ones in quality
and time functions, respectively. T (P )imt and IR are
two parameters which a�ect risk function. Figures 18-
20 show the most e�ective parameter in cost and time
objective functions.

Figure 18. Trend of quality function based on parameter
Di
mdt.

Figure 19. Trend of cost function based on parameter
RMP i

0i.

Figure 20. Trend of risk function based on parameter Ps.

5. Conclusion and future research

In this paper, a new multi-objective mixed-integer
nonlinear programming was presented for a multi-item
multi-period SCM problem. It was assumed that
demand rates are fuzzy values.

The aim was to maximize customer satisfaction
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and minimize the total costs. An exact method and
a meta-heuristic algorithm were used to solve the
proposed model. Furthermore, a Taguchi method
was utilized to calibrate NSGA-II parameters. The
obtained results show the validity of the suggested
solving methods. Four numerical examples were solved
and compared by two solving methods based on two
measures: value of objective functions and CPU time.
While "-constraint was unable to solve the last prob-
lem, NSGA-II was able to solve it and provide Pareto
front solutions.

As for further research directions, it is suggested
to consider these assumptions:

� Utilizing engineering economic techniques, such as
ination rate, to calculate the costs exactly;

� Considering networks of suppliers and distributors
instead of layers of some nodal enterprises;

� Using green supply chain concepts to reduce en-
vironment's pollution; performing a real-situation
case study;

� Utilizing some other meta-heuristic algorithms and
comparing the obtained results to �nd the best
solving method.
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